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Now, it is common for patients and medical institutions to outsource their data to cloud storage. This can greatly reduce the burden
of medical information management and storage and improve the efficiency of the entire medical industry. In some cases, the
group-based cloud storage system is also very common to be used. For example, in an medical enterprise, the employees
outsource the working documents to the cloud storage and share them to the colleagues. However, when the working
documents are outsourced to the cloud servers, how to ensure their security is a challenge problem for they are not controlled
physically by the data owners. In particular, the integrity of the outsourced data should be guaranteed. And the secure cloud
auditing protocol is designed to solve this issue. Recently, a lightweight secure auditing scheme for shared data in cloud storage
is proposed. Unfortunately, we find this proposal not secure in this paper. It’s easy for the cloud server to forge the
authentication label, and thus they can delete all the outsourced data when the cloud server still provide a correct data
possession proof, which invalidates the security of the cloud audit protocol. On the basis of the original security auditing
protocol, we provide an improved one for the shared data, roughly analysis its security, and the results show our new protocol is
secure.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of network information tech-
nology in the medical field, internet medical care has become
a new medical mode, and the pace of information construc-
tion of medical and health undertakings has been quickened.
It makes the vast amount of medical information transform
from traditional paper documents to fast and convenient dig-
ital storage, which undoubtedly brings a lot of convenience to
medical institutions and patients, and greatly improves the
diagnosis and treatment efficiency and service level of the
hospital. With the increasing promotion of “Internet + Med-
ical”, big data, cloud computing, and other technologies have
been widely used in the medical field, which makes a large
number of medical data generated in the process of collec-
tion, storage, and application that can be centrally stored in
the cloud. However, due to the great value of medical big
data, such as patient basic information and medical records,
as well as unfair competition among medical institutions,
and problems such as information disclosure, device intru-

sion, data abuse, and tampering may occur frequently. At
the same time, cloud service providers are often dishonest.
They may delete uncommonly used data in order to reduce
storage costs or even do not report lost data for the sake of
their reputation. These problems bring great threats and hid-
den dangers to the security of medical information. There-
fore, how to protect the storage security of medical
information has become an important part of Internet med-
ical construction, and it is a difficult problem that the medical
industry needs to face squarely and urgently to be solved. In
recent years, the development of cloud secure audit technol-
ogy can well solve many of these problems. Secure audit is a
security mechanism independent of cloud service providers.
Users or medical institutions only need to implement some
kind of knowledge proof agreement with service providers
to audit and check the data stored in the cloud, so as to ensure
the security of medical data.

1.1. Related Work. Before the concept of cloud computing
was put forward, people explored methods for auditing
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remotely stored data. In 2004, Dewarte et al. [1] provide a
remote storage integrity check scheme, which use RSA-
based hash functions to implement integrity checks. This
method requires the verifier to download the data locally
and compare it with the signature after public key recovery.
In the cloud storage environment, due to the large amounts
of data, verifying the integrity of the data through the signa-
ture will cause a huge communication overhead. And for
those archived data that need to be backed up or saved for
a long time, it is very unreasonable to download all the data
just for integrity check.

Thus, the cloud storage auditing mechanism is proposed
to solve this challenge problem. It does not require the user to
download the data locally, but only requires the service pro-
vider to calculate some integrity evidence by accessing the
user’s data, and then the cloud submit the evidence to the
user for verification, which greatly reducing the communica-
tion overhead. More importantly, this conclusion of the data
integrity obtained by users through auditing is more convinc-
ing than the announced conclusion by the service provider.

In cloud storage, integrity checking of outsourced data is a
difficult problem to be solved. Only solving this problem effec-
tively, the user’s data security can be truly guaranteed. For this
purpose, people have conducted extensive research on a cloud
storage auditing which is not only efficient but secure.

Basing on the idea of sampling the remote data, Jules et al.
[2] and Ateneses et al. [3] proposed the primitive of PoR
(Proofs of Retrievability) and PDP (Provable Data Posses-
sion), which are both designed to verify the integrity of remote
data. The commonality of the solutions is that the cloud ser-
vice party only access part of the data (the accessed data is ran-
domly formulated by the auditor) through some form of the
challenge-response protocol, to generate a probabilistic proof
and submit it to the auditor for verification. The difference is
that PoR uses a combination of error correcting code in the
scheme, so it can provide data recovery when data corruption
is detected. Compared with the PoR scheme, the PDP scheme
provides relatively weak security; that is, it only detects data
corruption and does not guarantee the ability of data recover-
ing. However, the design of the PDP is more flexible, making it
more flexible when the solution is extended to support addi-
tional functions (such as dynamic data update, and fairness).

Since most of the current cloud storage auditing schemes
are based on these two schemes [3–14], in the following, we
mainly discuss these two audit schemes, as well as their
derived schemes and applications [9, 15–18].

(1) PDP scheme. Based on the RSA ring and KEA-r
assumption, Ateniese et al. proposed the PDP scheme
in 2007. It is the first probabilistic audit scheme that is
both safe and practical. The basic idea is to divide the
file into blocks of fixed size based on Sebe’s [19] scheme
at first and then calculate a Homomorphic Verifiable
Tag (HVT) for each data block. Finally, the user stores
the original data blocks and the corresponding homo-
morphic tags on the server and deletes its local backup.

When initiating an audit request, the audit party ran-
domly chooses a subset index of the original data blocks

and sends the auditing request to the cloud server. The
prover generates integrity proof based on these specified data
blocks and their tags and sends the proof to the auditor for
validation. The proof mainly includes two parts: one part is
a linear combination generated from the specified data block,
and the other part is the aggregate signature generated from
the specified tag. The verifier checks the validity of the proof
by verifying a certain consistency relationship between these
two parts. Since only a small part of the original data needs to
be accessed, the proof provided by the prover is a kind of
probabilistic proof. If the proof is correct, it can ensure that
each data block specified by the auditor is complete and guar-
antees the integrity of all original data blocks with a high con-
fidence probability at the same time.

The HVT used in the PDP scheme and the homomorphic
hash function used in the earlier scheme [20, 21] are essen-
tially homomorphic functions. It has such a feature: the result
of computing Homomorphic Verifiable Tag (HVT) of the
sum of two messages is equal to the product of the results
of Homomorphic Verifiable Tag (HVT) of these two mes-
sages. One obvious benefit of this is that, in the proof gener-
ation stage, the tags of multiple data blocks can be merged
into one tag. By verifying the validity of this aggregated tag,
the validity of each individual tag can be ensured, which
greatly saves the bandwidth overhead.

In the PDP scheme, Ateniese et al. first proposed the con-
cept of public verifiability for cloud storage auditing. The audit
can be conducted by any third party auditor (TPA) or any
other ones, which has special significance for the broader appli-
cation of integrity auditing schemes in the cloud environment.
Generally speaking, the computing power of data owner’s
equipment is limited, and the proof verification process in the
audit scheme requires a lot of calculations. If the audit task
can be delegated to a third party or any other ones trusted by
the data owner, the burden on the data owner can be greatly
reduced. However, it is worth noting that TPA is often
regarded as the delegatee of the user, and the trust of the service
provider is also limited. When there is a dispute between the
TPA and the service provider about the proof, how to arbitrate
fairly and effectively is also an important issue.

(2) PoR Scheme. Juels et al. proposed the PoR scheme in
2007 to detect the integrity of remote data and
recover the data through error correction codes when
data corruption is found. The main idea of PoR is to
add a certain number of equal-length marker blocks
to the data blocks and then disturb the positions of
all data blocks and marker blocks through a random
permutation algorithm. Because the content of the
marked block is a random value without semantic
meaning, they must be placed in the encrypted data
block sequence, which make the marked block and
the data block indistinguishable from each other
and make it difficult for an attacker to identify the
specific location of the marked block. During the
audit, the auditor specifies the location of some
marker blocks, and the prover sends these marker
blocks to the auditor for verification to determine
whether the data is integrity. This idea is based on
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the fact that: the marked block and the ciphertext
data block are indistinguishable, once a data block
is damaged or lost, some marked blocks will also be
damaged with a high probability.

The advantage of the Juels’ PoR scheme is that it com-
bines integrity detection and data recovery, which makes it
possible to recover the damaged data block immediately
when it is detected by the data block that is damaged and pro-
vide higher level data protection, but the use of erasure codes
and the embedding of marker blocks will generally increase
the amount of data by 15

(a) In order to make the original data blocks and the
marked blocks indistinguishable, the original data
must be encrypted. And it cannot be applied to the
audit of plain text data, such as archived data
(weather, space data etc.) which needs to be backed
up for a long time

(b) The use of the marked data block is one-time. Once
the location of the tag block is exposed, it cannot be
used again in the next auditing, and each audits will
expose a part of the location of the marked blocks,
which make the total number of audits that can be
conducted is restricted

(c) The strategy of encoding data with error correction
code and then encrypting it which make the audit-
ing scheme based on PoR be very difficult in sup-
porting data block insertion, deletion, and
modification

1.2. Motivation. Recently, a lightweight secure auditing
scheme for shared data in cloud storage is proposed by Tian
and Jing [1]. By introducing Hashgraph technology and
designing a Third Party Medium (TPM) management strat-
egy, their scheme achieves security management of the
groups and a lightweight calculation for the group members.
And by employing a blind method to blind the data, it pro-
tects the group members’ privacy information. Unfortu-
nately, we find their scheme not secure in this paper. Due
to improper parameter settings of its signature algorithm,
the adversary can easily forge authentication label. Even if
all the outsourced data has been deleted by the cloud server,
it can still give a correct data possession proof. The malicious
cloud server can also modify the data blocks and the corre-
sponding authentication labels arbitrarily without detection.
At the same time, we noticed that the original scheme needs
to be restored to the authentication label corresponding to
the real data after the authentication label corresponding to
the blind data is uploaded to the cloud server, resulting in a
large amount of calculation. In order to solve these problems,
we have improved the signature algorithm of the original
scheme, specifically by changing the key parameter settings.
In our solution, lightweight computing is also implemented,
but the malicious cloud server cannot obtain the privacy
information of the user key from the obtained authentication
tag, so it is impossible to forge the authentication tag for the
forged data block. If the cloud server dishonestly completes

the storage work, it is impossible to pass the integrity verifica-
tion of the third-party auditor. At the same time, we
improved the processing method of blind data and its corre-
sponding authentication tags on the cloud server, which
reduced the computational complexity of the solution and
improved the efficiency of the solution. With the increasing
amount of medical data, a safe and efficient cloud storage
solution is needed to manage this data, thereby reducing
the storage burden of hospitals and patients. In order to solve
this problem, we will design a management medical data
based on our modified scheme to improve the efficiency
and security of medical data cloud management. Our contri-
bution can be summarized as follows:

(1) We first point out that Tian et al.’s lightweight audit-
ing scheme for shared data in cloud storage is not
secure. The authentication labels can be easily forged.
We demonstrate two concrete attacks on their
protocols

(2) We proposed an improved secure auditing protocol
for shared data in cloud storage and analysis its secu-
rity. The performance is also analyzed, and compared
with other related work, the results show our protocol
can be used in practical setting

1.3. Organization. We organize our paper as follows. In
Section 2, we give the preliminaries which needs to under-
stand our paper, including the mathematical tool, the def-
inition, and security model for cloud storage auditing. In
Section 3, we firstly review Tian et al.’s lightweight secure
auditing scheme and show our attacks. In Section 4, we
give our improved secure auditing protocol and roughly
analyze its security. In the last section, we make our
conclusion.

2. System Model

The system model of the lightweight secure cloud storage
auditing protocol can be seen in Figure 1. There are four enti-
ties in this system model: group manager (GM), group mem-
ber (M), the cloud (C), and the TPM.

For one group manager, there are multiple group mem-
bers. After the data file is created by the data owner, he out-
sources it to the cloud server. And later,, the corresponding
shared data can be accessed and modified by any group
member. Here, the GM can be the original data owner. Here,
we describe the functionality of four entities:

(1) Data storage services are provided by the cloud (C)
for group members, and the cloud platform is also
provided by the cloud (C) for group members to
share data

(2) The group member (M) needs to complete the fol-
lowing tasks: (1) blind data, (2) record blind data,
and broadcast it in the group

(3) The group manager (GM) needs to complete the fol-
lowing tasks: (1)the TPM management strategy
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should be given, (2) the TPM’s public-private key
pair is generated, (3) the secret seed is generated
and used to blind the data for group members, and
it is also used to recover the real data for the cloud

(4) The TPM needs to complete the following tasks: (1) it
generates data authentication label for group mem-
bers and (2) to verify the integrity of the cloud data
on behalf of the group members

The execution of the cloud storage auditing protocol can
be described as follows:

3. Data Upload Stage

(a) The group members (data owners) generate data
and outsource it to the cloud server. The data is
first blinded by the secret seed and recorded by
the Hashgraph and then is sent to the group
manager

(b) From the virtual TPM pool, a TPM for authorization
is selected by the group manager according to the
TPM management strategy; within the authorization
time for these blinded data, the corresponding
authentication labels is calculated by the authorized
TPM

(c) Then, the authorized TPM sends the pair of blind
data and authentication label to the cloud. Before

receiving these messages, whether or not the authori-
zation from the TPM is valid at the current time will
be checked by the cloud

(d) If it is, the cloud will verify the authentication labels’
correctness. The real data is recovered. If they are
correct, their authentication labels are also com-
puted. Finally, these real data and authentication
labels are stored by the cloud

4. Audit Stage

(a) According to the TPM management strategy, a TPM
is selected by the group manager, and it also creates
the authorization

(b) Then, the challenge messages are sent to the autho-
rized TPM by the cloud. Then, whether or not the
authorization being valid from the TPM will be
checked by the cloud. If it is, a proof of possession
of the shared data is generated by the cloud

(c) Finally, by checking the correctness of the proof, the
integrity of shared data in the cloud can be verified by
the TPM

5. Review of Tian et al.’s Scheme

Before we review Tian et al.’s scheme, we give the symbols
and the corresponding description in Table 1.
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Figure 1: System model of the lightweight secure cloud storage auditing protocol.
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In Tian et al.’s scheme, there are four parties which are
the group manager, the group members, the TPM, and the
cloud. Concretely in their scheme, the following algorithms
are involved:

(1) Key generation:

(a) A random βi ∈ Z
∗
p is selected by the group man-

ager as the TPM’s private key. gβi is also calcu-
lated by him

(b) A random k1 ∈ Z
∗
p is selected by the group man-

ager and is sent to the group members and the
cloud

(c) αj ∈ Z∗
p is randomly selected by the group man-

ager, gα
j
is also calculated, and the public key of

TPMi is computed as the following:

pkTPMi
= gβi , gα1βi , gα2βi ,⋯,gα jβi

� �
ð1Þ

(d) The interconnection function f and function
sequence f i′ are selected by the group manager,
and it also sets the input sending and output
sending window and then sends them to the
cloud

(2) Data blind:

(a) The secret seed k1 is used to calculate the blind
factor αi = ζk1ði, nameÞ by the group members,

and the blind data mij ′ is calculated as

mij ′ =mij + αi ð2Þ

(b) A request to upload the data mij ′ is sent by a
group member to the group manager, and it also
calculates hashðidi,jÞ (the hash value) and sends

idi,j, mij ′, to the group manager securely. A new
event is then created by the group member

(c) For the new event, a transaction record hashðidi,jÞ
will be used and will be broadcasted within the
group. According to the same hash algorithm,
the group manager verifies hashðidi,jÞ after receiv-
ing the request. If the verification is passed, it
receives mij ′.

(3) Authorize:

(a) According to the TPM management strategy, the
output port TPMi in the virtual TPM pool is cal-
culated by the group manager corresponding to
the input port ui (the requesting group member).

(b) The authorization message for TPMi is generated
by the group manager as follows:

IDgroup uik kΔti
� �

, Δti′
n o

, ð3Þ

Table 1: Symbols.

Symbols Description

G1,G2 Two multiplicative cyclic groups with a large prime order

H1 A secure hash function such that H1 : 0, 1f g∗ ×G1 → Z∗
p

H2 A secure hash function such that H2 : 0, 1f g∗ →G1

Z∗
p A prime field with nonzero elements

g The generator of group G1

m = m11,⋯,mnsðf g A shared data file with n blocks and s slices.

mij ′g The blind data block.

k1 The secret seed (input key) of a pseudo-random function

ζk1 A pseudo-random function such that ζk1 : Z
∗
p × Z∗

p → Z∗
p

αj The number of random values α is consistent with the number of slices j of the data block.

αi The blinding factor corresponding to the i-th data block such that αi = ζk1 i, nameð Þ
βi TPMi’s private key used to generate data authentication label

θi′ The authentication label for the i-th blind data block

θi The authentication label for the i-th data block

d The number of TPM

IDgroup The identity of the group manager
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where the group manager’s identity is IDgroup,
denotes the time when the request is processed
by the group manager as Δti, and denotes Δti′
as the time authorized for the TPM by the group
manager.

(c) According to the authorization message, the
group manager calculates the valueH1 as follows:

H1 =H1 IDgroup uik kΔti
� �

, Δti′
� �

ð4Þ

(d) The authorization message is then sent by the
group manager to the cloud and sends αj, βi,
mij ′ and H1 to TPMi

(4) Authentication label generation:

(a) Authentication label σi′ of mij ′ is generated by

TPMi, after getting the blind data block mij ′, is
as the following:

σi′ = H2 ið Þ ·
Ys
j=1

gα
j

� �mij′
 !βi

, ð5Þ

e.g., m5′
’
s authentication label is generated as

σ5′ = H2 5ð Þ ·
Ys
j=1

gα
j

� �mij′
 !βi

ð6Þ

Then, the data file ðmij ′, σi′Þ and H1 is sent by
TPMi to the cloud.

(b) After receiving the corresponding group man-
ager’s authorization message and the corre-
sponding TPMi

’s ðmij ′, σi′Þ, the output port
TPMi is first calculated by the cloud. If the
message is just sent by TPMi at Δti′, then H1

ððIDgroupkuikΔtiÞ, Δti′Þ is calculated by the

cloud, comparing with the value H1ððIDgroupk
uikΔtiÞ, Δti′Þ from TPMi. If they are the same,
run the next algorithm, otherwise stop the
execution

(5) Authentication label check: the correctness of label
σi′ is verified by the cloud as follows:

e σi′, g
� �

= e H2 ið Þ ·
Ys
j=1

gα j
� �mij′, gβi

 !
ð7Þ

ðmij ′, σi′Þ is received and stored if the above equation
is true, otherwise, rejected.

(6) Data recovery: based on k1, the cloud calculates αi
= ζk1ði, nameÞ, and using the following equation
computes the real data mij:

mij =mij ′ − αi ð8Þ

According to pkTPMi
, the real authenticator label σi is

calculated by the cloud, i.e.,

σi = σi′ ·
Ys
j=1

gα
jβi

� �−αi = H2 ið Þ ·
Ys
j=1

gα
j

� �mij

 !βi

ð9Þ

Finally, the real data blocks mi = ðmi1,mi2,⋯,misÞ
and their real authenticator σi are stored by the cloud.

(7) Challenge. When a challenge is initiated by the group
manager to the cloud, Δt is randomly selected by him
as the authorization time to TPMi, where ui

’s send-
ing window on the input side is Δt. An audit authori-
zation command is sent by the group manager to the
TPMi through ui at Δt, and fIDgroupkuikΔtg is sent
by it as the audit authorization information to the
cloud

The TPMi implements the audit process after receiv-
ing the group manager’s authorization command as
the following:

(a) c blocks from all blocks of the shared data are
randomly selected by TPMi, and the indexes of
the selected blocks are denoted as L

(b) Two random numbers o, r ∈ Z∗
p are generated by

TPMi, and X = go and R = gr are calculated

(c) fXα jg1≤j≤s is calculated by TPMi

(d) The challenge information is outputted by TPMi:

CM = L, R, Xα j
n o

1≤j≤s

� �
ð10Þ

Then, CM is sent by TPMi to the cloud.

(8) Proof generation: after the challenge information CM
is received, according to fIDgroupkuikΔtg, the cloud
first calculates the output port TPM. The authoriza-
tion message fIDgroupkuikΔtg then is verified by the
cloud. The proof of possessing shared data is gener-
ated by the cloud as follows:

(a) Subsets L1,⋯, Ld are divided from the index set L
, where the selected blocks that are signed by T
PMi are Li
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(b) uij =∑l∈Li mlj and

πi =
Y
l∈Li

e σl , Rð Þ = e
Y
l∈Li

H2 lð Þ
Ys
j=1

g

α j〠
l∈Li

ml j

, g

0
B@

1
CA

βir

,

ð11Þ

which are calculated by the cloud server for each
subset Li; here, 1 ≤ i ≤ d and 1 ≤ j ≤ s.

(c) wi =
Qs

j=1 Xα jui j and π =
Qd

i=1 πi are calculated

by the cloud servers, and then prf is the following

Prf = wif g1≤i≤d , π
� 	

, ð12Þ

and it is sent to TPMi as the proof.

(9) Proof check: based on the received prf and the chal-
lenge message CM, the correctness of the following
equation is verified by TPM:

Yd
i=1

e ηoi , pk
r
TPMi

� �
e wi, pk

r
TPMi

� �
= πo, ð13Þ

where ηi =
Q

l∈Li
H2ðlÞ, 1 ≤ i ≤ d. That is, it checks

Yd
i=1

e ηoi wi, pkTPMi

� � !r

= πo: ð14Þ

TPMi outputs True if the equation is true, otherwise,
outputs False.

6. Our Attack

6.1. Attack I. Our attack I is based on the following observa-
tion: the public key of TPMi is

pkTPMi
= gβi , gα1βi , gα2βi ,⋯,gαjβi

� �
, ð15Þ

and this public key is known to all; thus, the adversary can
easily use it to forge authentication label. Concretely, the
adversary launches the following attack:

(1) The adversary can observe many data block and their
corresponding authentication labels by querying
authentication label generation oracles, which is
allowed in the security model of cloud auditing. That

is, the adversary can get the following results:

σ1′ = H2 1ð Þ ·
Ys
j=1

gα
j

� �m1 j′
 !βi

;

σ2′ = H2 2ð Þ ·
Ys
j=1

gα j
� �m2 j′

 !βi

;

⋯⋯⋯

σn′ = H2 nð Þ ·
Ys
j=1

gα j
� �mnj′

 !βi

ð16Þ

(2) The above equations can be rewritten as

σ1′ =H2 1ð Þβi · gα1
� �βi


 �m11′
· gα

2
� �βi
 �m12′

⋯ gα
s

� �βi


 �m1s′
;

σ2′ =H2 2ð Þβi · gα
1

� �βi


 �m21′
· gα2
� �βi


 �m22′
⋯ gα

s
� �βi


 �m2s′
;

⋯⋯⋯

σn′ =H2 nð Þβi · gα
1

� �βi
 �mn1′
· gα2
� �βi


 �mn2′
⋯ gαs

� �βi
 �mns′

ð17Þ

(3) For the adversary knows the public key of TPMi

pkTPMi
= gβi , gα1βi , gα2βi ,⋯,gα jβi

� �
, ð18Þ

m11′ ,m12′ ,⋯,m1s′ ;m21′ ,m22′ ,⋯,m2s′ ;⋯⋯;mn1′ ,mn2′ ,⋯,mns′ ;

ð19Þ
thus, it can compute

H2 1ð Þβi =
σ1′

gα1
� �βi

� �m11′ · gα2
� �βi

� �m12′
⋯ gαsð Þβi

� �m1s′
;

H2 2ð Þβi =
σ2′

gα1
� �βi

� �m21′ · gα2
� �βi

� �m22′
⋯ gαsð Þβi

� �m2s′
;

⋯⋯⋯

H2 nð Þβi =
σn′

gα1
� �βi

� �mn1′ · gα2
� �βi

� �mn2′
⋯ gαsð Þβi

� �mns′

ð20Þ

(4) The adversary (malicious cloud server) now modifies
data blocks

m11 ′,m12 ′,⋯,m1s ′ ;m21 ′,m22 ′,⋯,m2s ′ ;⋯⋯;mn1 ′,mn2 ′,⋯,mns ′

ð21Þ
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to be any other data blocks

�m11′ , �m12′ ,⋯, �m1s′ ; �m21′ , �m22′ ,⋯, �m2s′ ;⋯⋯;�mn1′ , �mn2′ ,⋯, �mns′ ,

ð22Þ

and it can also compute their authentication label as
shown in the next step.

(5) For the adversary knows,

H2 1ð Þβi ,H2 2ð Þβi ,⋯,H2 nð Þβi , ð23Þ

and it also knows

gβi , gα1βi , gα2βi ,⋯,gα jβi

� �
; ð24Þ

thus, it can compute the forged authentication label
for modified data blocks as following:

�σ1′ =H2 1ð Þβi · gα
1

� �βi
 ��m11′
· gα

2
� �βi


 ��m12′
⋯ gαs

� �βi
 ��m1s′
;

�σ2′ =H2 2ð Þβi · gα1
� �βi


 ��m21′
· gα

2
� �βi
 ��m22′

⋯ gαs
� �βi
 ��m2s′

;

⋯⋯⋯

�σn′ =H2 nð Þβi · gα1
� �βi


 ��mn1′
· gα

2
� �βi


 ��mn2′
⋯ gα

s
� �βi


 ��mns′

ð25Þ

(6) For �σ1′, �σ2′, ⋯, �σn′ that are correct authentication
labels, thus the adversary only need to follow the pro-
tocol’s specification in the challenge-response audit-
ing protocol by using these modified data blocks
and forged authentication labels. And the forged
proof and aggregated data blocks can pass through
the verification equation.

6.2. Attack II.Our attack II is based on the following obser-
vation: even if the cloud server does not store any data
blocks, it can forge proofs directly which can pass through
the verification equation. Concretely, the attack is the
following:

(1) In the cloud storage auditing protocol, the steps
before proof generation is running as normal.
The adversary (malicious cloud) does nothing in
these steps except finally, it deletes all the stored
blocks and their corresponding authentication
labels

(2) 2. Proof generation: after the challenge information
CM is received, according to fIDgroupkuikΔtg, the
malicious cloud first calculates the output port
TPM. The authorization message fIDgroupkuikΔtg
then is verified by the malicious cloud. The proof of
possessing shared data is generated by the malicious
cloud as follows:

(a) Subsets L1,⋯, Ld are divided from the index set L
, where the selected blocks that are signed by T
PMi are Li

(b) Let uij randomly selected from Z∗
p and

πi =
Y
l∈Li

e �σl , Rð Þ = e
Y
l∈Li

H2 lð Þ
Ys
j=1

gα
juij

 !βi

, gr

0
@

1
A

ð26Þ

that are calculated by the cloud server for
each subset Li; here, 1 ≤ i ≤ d and 1 ≤ j ≤ s.
Here, �σl refers to the forged authentication
label, and

Y
l∈Li

H2 lð Þ
Ys
j=1

gα juij

 !βi

ð27Þ

can be calculated by the malicious cloud
server as the above attack I.

(c) wi =
Qs

j=1 Xα jui j and π =
Qd

i=1 πi are calculated

by the cloud servers, and then prf is the following

Prf = wif g1≤i≤d , π
� 	

, ð28Þ

and it is sent to TPMi as the proof

(3) Proof check: based on the received prf and the chal-
lenge message CM, the correctness of the following
equation is verified by TPM:

Yd
i=1

e ηoi , pk
r
TPMi

� �
e wi, pk

r
TPMi

� �
= πo,: ð29Þ

where ηi =
Q

l∈Li
H2ðlÞ, 1 ≤ i ≤ d. That is, it checks

Yd
i=1

e ηoi wi, pkTPMi

� � !r

= πo: ð30Þ

TPMi outputs True if the equation is true, otherwise,
outputs False.

Here, we show why this attack can be successful:

Yd
i=1

e ηoi , pk
r
TPMi

� �
e wi, pk

r
TPMi

� �

=
Yd
i=1

e
Y
i∈Li

H2 lð Þo, gβir

 !
e
Ys
j=1

goð Þα jui j , gβir

 !
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=
Yd
i=1

e
Y
i∈Li

H2 lð Þ, g
 !oβir

· e
Ys
j=1

gð Þα jui j , g
 !oβir

=
Yd
i=1

e
Y
i∈Li

Ys
j=1

gð Þα jui j , g
 !oβir

=
Yd
i=1

πo
i =

Yd
i=1

πi

 !o

= πo:

ð31Þ

7. Our Improved Secure Auditing Protocol for
Shared Data

In this subsection, we give an improved secure auditing pro-
tocol for shared data, which is the following:

(1) Key generation:

(a) A random βi ∈ Z
∗
p is selected by the group man-

ager as the TPM’s private key. gβi is also calcu-
lated by him

(b) A random k1 ∈ Z
∗
p is selected by the group man-

ager and is sent to the group members and the
cloud

(c) αj ∈ Z∗
p is randomly selected by the group man-

ager and gα j
is also calculated, and the public

key of TPMi is computed as the following:

pkTPMi
= gβi ð32Þ

(d) The interconnection function f and function
sequence f i′ are selected by the group manager,
and it also sets the input sending and output
sending window and then sends them to the
cloud

(2) Data blind:

(a) The secret seed k1 is used to calculate the blind
factor αi = ζk1ði, nameÞ by the group members,

and the blind data mij ′ is calculated as

mij ′ =mij + αi ð33Þ

(b) A request to upload the data mij ′ is sent by a
group member to the group manager, and it also
calculates hashðidi,jÞ (the hash value) and sends

idi,j, mij ′ to the group manager securely. A new
event is then created by the group member

(c) For the new event, a transaction record hashðidi,jÞ
will be used and will be broadcasted within the
group. According to the same hash algorithm,
the group manager verifies hashðidi,jÞ after receiv-
ing the request. If the verification is passed, it
receives mij ′.

(3) Authorize:

(a) According to the TPM management strategy, the
output port TPMi in the virtual TPM pool is cal-
culated by the group manager corresponding to
the input port ui (the requesting group member).

(b) The authorization message for TPMi is generated
by the group manager as follows:

IDgroup uik kΔti
� �

, Δti′
n o

, ð34Þ

where the group manager’s identity is IDgroup,
denotes the time when the request is processed
by the group manager as Δti, and denotes Δti′
as the time authorized for the TPM by the group
manager.

(c) According to the authorization message, the
group manager calculates the valueH1 as follows:

H1 =H1 IDgroup uik kΔti
� �

, Δti′
� �

ð35Þ

(d) The authorization message is then sent by the
group manager to the cloud and sends αj, βi,
mij ′ and H1 to TPMi

(4) Authentication label generation:

(a) Authentication label σi′ of mij ′ is generated by

TPMi, after getting the blind data block mij ′,
and is as the following:

σi′ = H2 ið Þ ·
Ys
j=1

gα
j

� �mij′
 !βi

, ð36Þ

e.g., m5′
’
s authentication label is generated. Note

the public key of TPM is not the previous p

kTPMi
= ðgβi , gα1βi , gα2βi ,⋯,gα jβiÞ, not only αj is

secret but gα
j
is also secret in our scheme. In this

case, malicious cloud servers cannot obtain the
value of fH2ð1Þ,H2ð2Þ,⋯,H2ðnÞg from the pub-
lic key of TPM and a large number of

9Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing



authentication labels fσ1, σ2,⋯,σng. When there
is no way to get the value of gα

j
and H2ðiÞ,the

adversary naturally cannot forge the authentica-
tion labels. Therefore, our solution can effectively
resist attack I.

σ5′ = H2 5ð Þ ·
Ys
j=1

gα
j

� �mij′
 !βi

: ð37Þ

Then, the data file ðmij ′, σi′Þ and H1 is sent by
TPMi to the cloud.

(b) After receiving the corresponding group man-
ager’s authorization message and the corre-
sponding TPMi

’s ðmij ′, σi′Þ, the output port
TPMi is first calculated by the cloud. If the mes-
sage is just sent by TPMi at Δti′, then H1ððI
DgroupkuikΔtiÞ, Δti′Þ is calculated by the cloud,

comparing with the value H1ððIDgroupkuikΔtiÞ,
Δti′Þ from TPMi. If they are the same, run the
next algorithm, otherwise stop the execution

(5) Authentication label check: the correctness of label
σi′ is verified by the cloud as follows:

e σi′ , gð Þ = e H2 ið Þ ·
Ys
j=1

gα j
� �

mij′, gβi

 !
: ð38Þ

ðmij ′, σi′Þ is received and stored if the above equation
is true, otherwise rejected.

(6) Data recovery:

Based on k1, the cloud calculates αi = ζk1ði, nameÞ,
and using the following equation that computes the
real data mij:

mij =mij′ − αi: ð39Þ

Note here what the cloud server stores is the
original data and corresponding blinded data
blocks’ authentication labels, instead of storing
the original data blocks and the corresponding
authentication labels. In this way, the cloud server
needs not to compute the original data blocks’
authentication labels σi. Finally, the real data
blocks mi = ðmi1,mi2,⋯,misÞ and the correspond-
ing blinded authenticator σi′ are stored by the
cloud.

(7) Challenge. When a challenge is initiated by the group
manager to the cloud, Δt is randomly selected by him
as the authorization time to TPMi, where ui

’s sending
window on the input side is Δt. An audit authoriza-
tion command is sent by the group manager to the

TPMi through ui at Δt, and fIDgroupkuikΔtg is sent
by it as the audit authorization information to the
cloud

The TPMi implements the audit process after receiv-
ing the group manager’s authorization command as
the following:

(a) c blocks from all blocks of the shared data are
randomly selected by TPMi, and the indexes of
the selected blocks are denoted as L

(b) Two random numbers o, r ∈ Z∗
p are generated by

TPMi, and X = go and R = gr are calculated

(c) fXα jg1≤j≤s is calculated by TPMi

(d) The challenge information is outputted by TPMi:

CM= L, R, Xα j
n o

1≤j≤s

n o
: ð40Þ

Then, CM is sent by TPMi to the cloud.

(8) Proof generation: after the challenge information CM
is received, according to fIDgroupkuikΔtg, the cloud
first calculates the output port TPM. The authoriza-
tion message fIDgroupkuikΔtg then is verified by the
cloud. The proof of possessing shared data is gener-
ated by the cloud as follows:

(a) Subsets L1,⋯, Ld are divided from the index set L
, where the selected blocks that are signed by T
PMi are Li

(b) Based on k1, the cloud calculates αi = ζk1ði, nameÞ
and also computes mij ′ =mij + αi; then, it also

computes uij =∑l∈Li mlj ′ and

πi =
Y
l∈Li

e σl′, R
� �

= e
Y
l∈Li

H2 lð Þ
Ys
j=1

g

α j〠
l∈Li

ml j

′, g

0
B@

1
CA

βir

ð41Þ

that are calculated by the cloud server for each
subset Li; here, 1 ≤ i ≤ d and 1 ≤ j ≤ s. Different
from the original scheme, we processed the data
again in a blind way and use blinded data blocks
with their corresponding authentication labels to
generate the proof. This processing is equivalent
to replacing the operation of restoring the real
authentication labels with the operation of data
blind. The recovering of real authentication
labels requires a lot of multiplication and expo-
nentiation operations, while the blind processing
of data only needs an addition operation. Obvi-
ously, the addition operation is less
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computationally expensive, so our scheme has a
certain improvement in computing efficiency
compared to the original one.

(c) wi =
Qs

j=1 Xα jui j and π =
Qd

i=1 πi are calculated

by the cloud servers, and then prf is the following

Prf = wif g1≤i≤d , π
� 	

, ð42Þ

and it is sent to TPMi as the proof.

(9) Proof check: based on the received prf and the chal-
lenge message CM, the correctness of the following
equation is verified by TPM:

Yd
i=1

e ηoi , pk
r
TPMi

� �
e wi, pk

r
TPMi

� �
= πo, ð43Þ

where ηi =
Q

l∈Li
H2ðlÞ, 1 ≤ i ≤ d. That is, it checks

Yd
i=1

e ηoi wi, pkTPMi

� � !r

= πo: ð44Þ

TPMi outputs True if the equation is true, otherwise, out-
puts False.

Here, we show the correctness of our protocol:

Yd
i=1

e ηoi , pk
r
TPMi

� �
e wi, pk

r
TPMi

� �

=
Yd
i=1

e
Y
i∈Li

H2 lð Þo, gβir

 !
e
Ys
j=1

goð Þα jui j , gβir

 !

=
Yd
i=1

e
Y
i∈Li

H2 lð Þ, g
 !oβir

· e
Ys
j=1

gð Þα jui j , g
 !oβir

=
Yd
i=1

e
Y
i∈Li

Ys
j=1

gð Þα juij , g
 !oβir

=
Yd
i=1

e
Y
i∈Li

Ys
j=1

gð Þ
α j〠
l∈Li

ml j

′, g

0
B@

1
CA

oβir

=
Yd
i=1

πo
i =

Yd
i=1

πi

 !o

= πo:

ð45Þ

Through this verification, we can know that the cloud
storage can still be implemented. At the same time, due to
our reasonable setting of public key parameters of TPM, it
is impossible for the adversary to forge authentication labels
at will. Therefore, if the cloud server performs proof in a dis-
honest way, it will not be able to pass the verification of TPM,
so our scheme can effectively resist the second attack ¢ò.

Challenge

Hospital

TPM

Generate

blind data

Proof

Blind data and authorization label

Storage

Cloud servers

Authorization message Authoriz
ati

on m
ess

age

Blin
d data

Figure 2: Cloud audit for medical information storage.
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8. Application

Now, we apply this system model to real life, which can be
seen in Figure 2. Take the hospital as an example patient
information and other important information in the hospital
are kept confidential. If there is too much patient informa-
tion, the hospital needs to upload the data to the cloud plat-
form and use the convenience of the cloud platform to solve
the problem. To ensure the integrity of the data, the system
model design is shown in the figure. First, doctors use the
hospital’s computer to blindly process medical data, integrate
the blind data, and upload it to TPM. The TPMmanagement
strategy is designed by the hospital and the two exchanges of
data and information after public and private key encryption.
The TPM processes the blind data again, generates an autho-
rization label, and then sends the blind data and the authori-
zation label to the cloud server. Before this, the hospital must
first send the authorization message to the TPM and cloud
server to ensure that they can handle the blind data accord-
ingly. The cloud server that receives the blind data then
restores the data and stores the original data in the cloud
database along with the authorization label. When you want
to verify the integrity of the data, the hospital uses a third-
party TPM to verify the integrity of the data. The challenge
response is used to verify the authorization of the TPM,
and if the verification is successful, the original data is sent
to the TPM. In the whole process, the calculation cost of
the hospital is reduced, and the integrity of the data can be
verified. To a certain extent, it has been greatly improved
compared with the original algorithm.

9. Conclusion

In this paper, We point out that Tian et al.’s lightweight
secure auditing scheme for shared data in cloud storage is
not secure. The authentication labels can be easily forged,
and thus the cloud server can launch the following attacks:
modify the data arbitrarily, delete the data arbitrarily, and
add the data arbitrarily. In all these attacks, the cloud server
still can give correct data possession proofs, which invalidates
the security of cloud audit protocol. Then by optimizing the
method of TPM’s public key generation and the data integ-
rity proof protocol framework, an improved secure cloud
storage auditing protocol for shared data is given. Through
comparative analysis, the article proves that, to a certain
extent, our improved scheme is more of security and effi-
ciency. Finally, the application scenarios of this paper in
medical field are presented.
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